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1.

Introduction

In Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 2004 [1993]), the surface form of a given
linguistic input is selected by determining which member of a set of candidate surface
forms best satisfies a language-particular ranking of the universal constraint-set CON.
Much (and quite possibly most) research within OT is concerned with what constraints
are to be found in CON; that is, with the question of what constraints must be assumed to
exist in order to properly account for language typology.
A related but distinct question is where the constraints in CON come from. Clearly
at least some must be supplied by some mechanism outside of the linguistic system itself:
constraints may be innate, or their existence may be inferred by the language learner from
universal experiences that occur during acquisition, e.g. observing one’s expenditures of
articulatory effort during babbling (Hayes 1999) or one’s errors in perceptually
classifying speech sounds (Flack 2007a,b). Constraints that are supplied by the extragrammatical world, either by the learner’s genes or via the learner’s inferences from
observation of phonetic facts, can be referred to as primitive. 1 It is obvious that any
version of OT must assume the existence of primitive constraints. However, it is not
necessarily the case that all constraints available in OT grammars are primitive. It might
be the case that learners also can create new constraints based upon two (or more) preexisting constraints. Constraints which are constructed from other constraints can be
referred to as complex.
The first and by far most widely used proposal for a device that creates complex
constraints is Local Conjunction (or LC: Smolensky 1993, 1995, 1997). A locally
conjoined constraint [A&B]D is violated if and only if constraint A and constraint B are
*
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both violated within some domain D. LC has come to enjoy wide (though certainly not
universal) acceptance among practitioners of OT, but relatively little attention has been
paid to the possibility that other logical connectives with different semantics might be
made available by the human language faculty.
Several connectives besides LC are proposed by Hewitt & Crowhurst (1996),
Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997), Archangeli, Moll, & Ohno (1998), Crowhurst (1998),
Downing (1998, 2000), and Balarí, Marin & Vallverdú (2000). However, these works do
not exhaust the space of conceivable constraint connectives. Indeed, there are sixteen
possible connectives which would take two constraints as arguments and yield a third
constraint whose satisfaction or violation depended on the satisfaction or violation of the
arguments. This is because, for any two constraints P and Q, there are four distinct
situations in which a complex constraint P•Q formed by some connective • will be
satisfied or violated:
(1)

a. P is satisfied and Q is satisfied
b. P is satisfied and Q is violated
c. P is violated and Q is satisfied
d. P is violated and Q is violated

The complex constraint P•Q can have one of two values—violated or satisfied—in each
of the four situations in (1). In the case of LC, the constraint [P&Q] is violated in
situation (1)d, but satisfied in the other three. In principle, however, nothing prevents us
from imagining (say) a constraint that was satisfied in situation (1)a, but violated
otherwise, or which was violated in situations (1)b-c, and satisfied otherwise. The full
space of imaginable constraint connectives is formed by letting P•Q take on each
possible combination of being violated or satisfied in each of (1)a-d. Given these four
situations and the two possible values that P•Q can have in each of them, there are 24 =
16 possible constraint connectives.
Out of these sixteen options, LC has received by far the greatest amount of
empirical attention, both pro and con, in the OT literature to date. Is this skew of attention
justified? Is there a principled reason to suspect that Universal Grammar might make
only LC, and no other connectives, available to natural languages? This paper will show
that the following criterion comes very close to doing so:
(2)

A logical connective • is available in natural-language OT grammars if and only
if, for any two constraints A and B (each of which is either a markedness or a
faithfulness constraint) A•B is either a markedness or a faithfulness constraint.

I will demonstrate that there are only four analytically interesting connectives that satisfy
criterion (2), and that two of these cease to possess linguistic interest given assumptions
about the locality of constraint coordination which are independently motivated by the
need to restrain the typological predictions of LC itself (Łubowicz 2005). Of the
remaining two connectives, one is LC, and the other is a connective which will create,
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from any two constraints, an instance of the economy constraint *STRUC (Prince &
Smolensky 2004 [1993], Zoll 1993, 1996). *STRUC is itself controversial and may need to
be excluded in principle from OT grammars (Gouskova 2003); if such a move were
made, then LC would be left as the only connective standing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lays out the
empirical motivation for maintaining the null hypothesis that there are only markedness
and faithfulness constraints, namely the fact that it correctly predicts the absence of
circular or infinite chain shifts in natural-language grammars (Moreton 1999). Section 3
demonstrates the stakes involved in positing novel constraint connectives by showing an
example of one proposed non-LC connective which is able to give rise to circular chain
shifts. Section 4 then applies criterion (2) to the space of possible constraint connectives,
showing that there are only five (out of a possible sixteen) which meet it, one of which is
clearly analytically uninteresting because the complex constraints it creates never assign
violation-marks to any candidate. Section 5 motivates the locality convention which
strips two of the remaining four connectives of typological utility, and shows that the
third will give rise to the independently-banned *STRUC, leaving LC as the only
permitted connective. Section 6 concludes.
2.

Reasons to think that there are only markedness and faithfulness constraints

Most work in OT adheres, explicitly or implicitly, to a null hypothesis that CON
contains only two general types of constraints: markedness constraints and faithfulness
constraints. These two constraint types may be formally defined in a manner proposed by
Moreton (1999):
(3)

a. A constraint C is a markedness constraint if, for any given candidate surface
form [X], C always assigns the same number of violation-marks to [X], regardless
of what the underlying form is.
b. A constraint C is a faithfulness constraint if it always assigns zero violationmarks to a candidate surface form that is identical to the underlying form.

Markedness constraints are responsible for disallowing marked structure in surface
forms. The standard hypothesis about markedness constraints, as expressed in definition
(3)a, is that they ‘don’t care’ about the input. For example, a markedness constraint
*ROUNDVOWEL will assign a single violation mark to a candidate surface form like
[kop], irrespective of whether the [o] derives from an underlying round vowel, derives
from an underlying non-round vowel, or is epenthetic.
Faithfulness constraints, on the other hand, demand that the surface form of some
linguistic expression retain certain properties of the underlying form. This means, as
expressed in definition (3)b, that a faithfulness constraint will never penalize a candidate
surface form which retains all of the properties of the underlying form. Of course, not
every faithfulness constraint will penalize a given unfaithful mapping. For instance, the
anti-deletion constraint MAX will be entirely indifferent between a candidate where
3
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underlying /pat/ surfaces faithfully as [pat], and a candidate [pa.tə] which adds an
epenthetic vowel. Crucially, though, there will be no faithfulness constraint which prefers
[pa.tə] over [pat] as the realization of underlying /pat/. This is guaranteed if every
faithfulness constraint always assigns zero marks to a fully-faithful candidate like /pat/ →
[pat].
The null hypothesis that every constraint in CON is either markedness or
faithfulness makes an empirical prediction about the kinds of input-output mappings that
can be generated by an OT grammar. Specifically, Moreton (1999) gives a formal proof
that an OT grammar with only markedness and faithfulness constraints cannot model
circular or infinite chain shifts. The proof of the impossibility of circular chain shifts can
be informally summarized as follows: faithfulness constraints will only be violated if
doing so improves performance on some higher-ranked markedness constraint. This
means that if underlying /X/ maps to surface [Y], [Y] must be less marked than its losing
faithful competitor *[X] given the constraint hierarchy of the language. If this is so, then
there is no rationale for underlying /Y/ to map unfaithfully to *[X], since this output will
be both more marked and less faithful than [Y].
With respect to infinite chain shifts, the argument is similar. Suppose that
underlying /X1/ → [X2], /X2/ → [X3], and so on ad infinitum. Since no faithfulness
constraint can favor mapping an underlying form /Xn/ onto anything other than [Xn], each
of the unfaithful mappings in the infinite chain shift would have to improve performance
on the markedness constraints. That is, every [Xn] would have to be less marked than
[Xn-1] with respect to the ranking of the markedness constraints which prevailed in the
language in question. But this could not go on forever, since there is a lower bound on
how marked a candidate can be, namely to receive no violation-marks from any
markedness constraint. Psychological plasubility demands that there be only finitely
many constraints and that candidates be of finite (even if unbounded) size. This means
that every candidate surface form [Xn] receives a finite number of markedness violations:
[Xn] contains only a finite number of structures, and there is only a finite number of
markedness constraints that could potentially penalize each of those structures. 2 Every
[Xn] is therefore worse than the immaculate surface form, with no markedness violations,
by only a finite number of steps. As such, an OT grammar with only markedness and
faithfulness constraints cannot model an infinitely long chain shift, since such a chain
shift would involve an infinite number of markedness-reducing steps.3
This result is important, insofar as it is independent of any particular hypothesis
about exactly what the markedness and faithfulness constraints in the universal
constraint-set CON are. The exclusion of circular and infinite chain shifts is a formal
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universal predicted by OT’s theory of constraint interaction, coupled with the assumption
that all of the relevant constraints are either markedness or faithfulness.
This prediction is also almost certainly correct. There are a few reported examples
of circular chain shifts that arise in morpheme realization, most famously in the Nilotic
language DhoLuo, which is claimed to mark the plural and genitive (in part) by reversing
the [voice] specification of the last consonant in the noun stem (Gergersen 1972, OkothOkombo 1982). However, a number of empirical doubts have been raised about whether
the [voice] alternations in DhoLuo nouns are accurately described as an exchange process
(Trommer 2005, Bye 2006, Pulleyblank 2006, Baerman 2007). Additionally, it is
significant that the alleged DhoLuo exchange rule is a morphological mutation process. If
a morpheme like the DhoLuo genitive has two listed allomorphs, one with a floating
feature [+voice] and and one with a floating feature [-voice], then the selection of the
allomorph that will produce a visible change when docked onto a stem segment can be
achieved using only markedness and faithfulness constraints (de Lacy 2002, Wolf 2007).
Nearly all other plausible cases of exchange rules arise in this same kind of morphemerealization context (see Anderson & Browne 1973, McCawley 1974, Alderete 1999,
Moreton 1999, Wolf 2007 for relevant discussion), and so would presumably be
amenable to an analysis along the same lines.
The one other situation which supplies plausible examples of circular chain shifts
is tone sandhi, with the most famous example being the four-step ‘tone circle’ in
Taiwanese. For that language, it has been argued that the tone alternations are simply
lexicalized listed allomorphy (Tsay & Myers 1996, Myers 2006). This conclusion is
supported by an abundant body of experimental work which shows that at least some of
the alternations making up the tone circle are not productive processes in the synchronic
phonology of Taiwanese (Hsieh 1970, 1975, 1976, Lin 1988, Tseng 1995, Wang 1995,
Peng 1998, Myers & Tsay 2002, Zhang, Lai & Turnbull-Sailor 2006).4
The evidence for infinite chain shifts in natural languages is even sparser than that
for circular shifts. The only case I know of that has been characterized as possibly
constituting one involves high tone spread in the Bantu language Chilungu; this process
is the subject of a reanalysis (relying on only markedness and faithfulness) by Key &
Bickmore (in prep.).
Because the exclusion of circular and infinite chain shifts is an empirically
desirable result, we should be attentive to potential sources of novel constraint types—
neither markedness nor faithfulness—which would subvert the assumption about CON
which underlies Moreton’s (1999) proof. In the most obvious cases, this possibility arises
when a linguist explicitly proposes some new constraint type. For example, McCarthy’s
(2003a) Comparative Markedness constraints, and Łubowicz’s (2003) Preserve-Contrast
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constraints are capable of generating circular chainshifts in input-output mappings. 5 (For
Preserve-Contrast constraints, see Barrie 2006 for a demonstration of this). The other
possible source of neither-markedness-nor-faithfulness constraints lies in the various
novel logical connectives that have been proposed for combining two OT constraints into
a larger complex constraint. The next section demonstrates how one proposed connective
does just this.
3.

Case study: Material implication

The constraint connective to be focused on in this section is independently proposed by
Archangeli, Moll, & Ohno (1998) and Balari, Marín, and Vallverdú (2000), who view it
as corresponding to the logical operator of material implication (→). To understand the
connection with material implication, a small about of background discussion will be
required. Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997) observe that, if constraint violation is viewed as
corresponding to logical falsity and constraint satisfaction as corresponding to logical
truth, then the semantics of LC are parallel to those of disjunction in classical
propositional logic. A locally-conjoined constraint [A&B]D is violated iff both of its
arguments are violated in the domain D, but is not violated if one (but not both) of A or B
is violated in D. Similarly, the disjunction E∨F of two propositions E and F is false iff E
and F are both false; if one is false and the other true, E∨F is true.
Having observed this parallel, Crowhurst and Hewitt (1997) proceed to
investigate whether other operators of propositional logic would be useful in OT. They
argue that logical conjunction (∧) and material implication (→) are needed. The classical
semantics for material implication are given in the truth table below, together with the
semantics of a complex constraint constructed by material implication, under the
assumption that violation is equivalent to falsehood and satisfaction to truth:
(4)
P Q P→Q
P
Q P→Q
9
0 0
1
*
*
9 *
1 0
0
*
9 9
0 1
1
*
9 9 9
1 1
1
(0 = falsity, 1 = truth; * = constraint violation, 9 = constraint satisfaction)
As shown, the material implication P→Q is false iff P is true and Q is false. Importantly,
though, if P is false, P→Q is true regardless of whether Q is true or false. Likewise, a
constraint P→Q will be violated only just in case constraint P is satisfied and constraint
Q is violated. If constraint P is violated, P→Q will be satisfied irrespective of whether Q
is violated or not.
5
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The semantics of Crowhurst & Hewitt’s (1997) proposed material implication
connective for OT in fact differ from this—they treat the constraint [A→B] as satisfied
iff A and B are both satisfied. However, classical material implication as a tool for
building complex constraints is proposed by Balari, Marín, & Vallverdú (2000), in reply
to Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997); an apparently identical connective is also used by
Archangeli, Moll, & Ohno (1998). 6 For these authors, a constraint [A→B] is always
satisfied by a given candidate if that candidate violates constraint A, since a material
implication, as mentioned, is always true if its antecedent is false.
If we augment OT with a constraint connective that has these semantics, circular
chainshifts can be modeled by creating a constraint [A→B] in which A is a faithfulness
constraint and B is a markedness constraint. To illustrate, suppose that we have the
following constraint ranking:
(5)
IDENT[+round] » [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]] » *[+tense] » IDENT[-tense], *[+round]
Constraint definitions:
IDENT[+round]: Assign a violation-mark if an input [+round] segment corresponds to an
output [-round] segment.
IDENT[-tense]: Assign a violation-mark if an input [-tense] segment corresponds to an
output [+tense] segment.
*[+tense]: Assign a violation-mark for every [+tense] segment in the output.
*[+round]: Assign a violation-mark for every [+round] segment in the output.
Given the ranking in (5), consider what happens to an input segment that is [+round,
+tense] 7 :
(6)
/y/
a. [y]
b. → [Y]
c. [i]
d. [I]

IDENT
[+round]

*!
*!

[IDENT[-tense]→
*[+round]]
*
*

*[+tense]
*!

IDENT
[-tense]

*[+round]
*
*

*

The undominated constraint IDENT[+round] rules out all candidates that change the
input’s [+round] to [-round]. This leaves [y] and [Y] as contenders. The complex
6
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7
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constraint [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]] will not distinguish between these two
candidates: first, since the input does not contain a feature specification [-tense], the
antecedent IDENT[-tense] is vacuously satisfied by all candidates; and second, both of the
remaining contenders are [+round], and therefore violate the consequent of the
conditional. Hence, both of the remaining contenders equally violate [IDENT[-tense]→
*[+round] ], by virtue of satisfying the antecedent while violating the consequent. The
choice is then passed down to the markedness constraint *[+tense], which chooses lax [Y]
over tense [y].
Now consider what happens when the input is /Y/:
(7)
/Y/
a. → [y]
b. [Y]
c. [i]
d. [I]

IDENT
[+round]

[IDENT[-tense]→
*[+round]]

*[+tense]
*

IDENT
[-tense]
*

*

*

*!
*!
*!

*[+round]
*
*

As before, the undominated status of IDENT[+round] immediately reduces the set of
contenders to [y] and [Y]. Moving down to the next highest-ranked constraint, we now
encounter [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]]. Unlike before, the input now contains a [-tense]
specification, so it is no longer the case that all candidates vacuously satisfy the
antecedent of the conditional.
The faithful candidate [Y] satisfies the antecedent (IDENT[-tense]) by virtue of
preserving the input’s [-tense] specification, but it violates the consequent (*[+round]) by
virtue of having a [+round] specification. Because it satisfies the antecedent but violates
the consequent, this candidate violates the material implication. By contrast, the
unfaithful candidate [y] also violates the consequent *[+round], as it too has an output
[+round] specification, but it differs from the faithful candidate in violating the
antecedent constraint IDENT[-tense]. Because it violates the antecedent, [y] satisfies the
material implication, and thus wins.
Building complex constraints by material implication thus allows us to model
circular chain shifts in OT. In our example, input /y/ surfaces as [Y], while input /Y/
surfaces as [y]. The reason for this has to do with the fact that our complex constraint
[IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]] has a faithfulness constraint as its antecedent and a
markedness constraint as its consequent. Such a constraint rewards unfaithfulness, as can
be seen in (7): [y] violates the antecedent by being unfaithful, and by so doing it is
exempted from having to satisfy the consequent, whereas the faithful candidate [Y]
satisfies the antecedent, and therefore would have to satisfy the consequent (which it
doesn’t) in order to satisfy the material implication. So, even though, for input /Y/,
faithful [Y] and unfaithful [y] both violate *[+round], only the faithful candidate violates
the material implication [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]].
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As mentioned, Moreton’s (1999) proof that circular chain shifts cannot be
modeled in OT rests on the assumption that OT grammars contain only markedness and
faithfulness constraints. Inspection of tableaux (6)-(7) quickly reveals that [IDENT[-tense]
→ *[+round]] is neither a markedness constraint nor a faithfulness constraint, under the
definitions employed by Moreton (1999) and presented in (3). It isn’t a markedness
constraint, since the candidate surface form [y] gets a violation from the complex
constraint when the input is /y/, as in (6), but does not get a violation when the input is
/Y/, as in (7). Nor is [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]] a faithfulness constraint, since the
fully-faithful candidates (6)a and (7)b both incur violations from it. Instead, given the
appropriate circumstances in (7), [IDENT[-tense] → *[+round]] can serve as an inputoutput antifaithfulness constraint: it prefers an unfaithful candidate over a faithful one,
because being unfaithful (violating the antecedent) exempts a candidate from a pressure
to be unmarked (i.e., to obey the consequent).
This example prompts the very limited conclusion that proposals for a materialimplication connective are probably best eschewed. More broadly, it poses the question
of which possible connectives should be allowed in OT, and which should be excluded
by virtue of violating criterion (2). In the next section, I show which five possible
connectives pass that criterion.
4.
4.1

Which connectives will yield only markedness and faithfulness?
Introduction

As described earlier in (1) with respect to OT constraints, if we have two propositions P
and Q and a logical operator •, there are four situations in which P•Q can be either true or
false:
(8)

a. P is true and Q is true
b. P is true and Q is false
c. P is false and Q is true
d. P is false and Q is false

Because P•Q can be either true or false in each of these situations, there are 24 = 16
possible two-place logical operators in a two-valued zeroth-order logic. With respect to
the construction of complex OT constraints, the two relevant logical values at issue are
constraint violation and constraint satisfaction (rather than truth and falsehood); in what
follows I will use the symbols ‘*’ and ‘9’, respectively, to denote violation and
satisfaction.
The discussion in the following subsections will be based on a truth table (or, as
we may call it, a ‘violation table’) of the following form:
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(9)
C1
C2
C1•C2

9
9
1st

9
*
2nd

*
9
3rd

*
*
4th

When I speak of C1•C2 having a * or a 9 in one of its ‘positions’, what I mean is that it
is either violated or satisfied in each of the four combinations of violation or satisfaction
of Constraint1 and Constraint2, which I number in ascending order from left to right, as in
(9).
In order to determine which logical operators • could create a complex constraint
C1•C2 that is neither markedness nor faithfulness, there are four situations that we have
to consider with respect to the identities of C1 and C2: when C1 is a markedness
constraint and C2 a faithfulness constraint; when C1 is a faithfulness constraint and C2 is
a markedness constraint; when both are faithfulness constraints; and when both are
markedness constraints. I now proceed to examine each of these in turn.
4.2

M•F

To begin, we look at the case where the first argument of • is a markedness constraint
and the second a faithfulness constraint—that is, the case where we have the following
violation table:
(10)
M
F
M•F

9
9
1st

9
*
2nd

*
9
3rd

*
*
4th

The following must hold in order for M•F to be either a markedness or a faithfulness
constraint:
(11)

a. In order to be a faithfulness constraint, M•F must not be violated when
F is satisfied, since otherwise it would assign a violation-mark to the fully-faithful
candidate. In the violation table used here, • must not have a * in the first or
third positions.
b. In order to be a markedness constraint, whether or not M•F is violated must
never depend on whether or not F is violated, since otherwise M•F would be
sensitive to the input. In the notation used here, • must be identical in the first
and second positions, and in the third and fourth positions.

As such, the operators that will yield a faithfulness constraint and those that will yield a
markedness constraint when their first argument is markedness and their second
faithfulness are those represented in the following violation tables:
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(12)

Operators • for which M•F is faithfulness or markedness

Faithfulness:
9 9
M
9 *
F
M•F 9 9

*
9
9

*
*
9

Markedness:
9 9
M
9 *
F
M•F 9 9

*
9
*

*
*
*

M
F
M•F

9
9
9

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
*

M
F
M•F

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
9

M
F
M•F

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
*

M
F
M•F

9
9
*

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
9

M
F
M•F

9
9
9

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
9

M
F
M•F

9
9
*

9
*
*

*
9
*

*
*
*

4.3

F•M

We now turn to identifying the class of operators • for which F•M will be either
markedness or faithfulness. In this case, the violation table is as in (13):
(13)
F
M
F•M

9
9
1st

9
*
2nd

*
9
3rd

*
*
4th

In this case, the operators that satisfy (2) will have the following properties:
(14)

a. In order for to be a faithfulness constraint, F•M must not be violated when F is
satisfied, since otherwise F•M would assign a violation to the fully-faithful
candidate. In terms of the violation table above, • must not have a * in either
of the first two positions.
b. In order to be a markedness constraint, whether or not F•M is violated
must never depend on whether or not F is violated, since otherwise F•M would
be sensitive to the input. In the notation used here, • must be identical in the
first and third positions, and also in the second and fourth positions.

The operators that satisfy one or the other of these criteria are:
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(15) Operators • for which F•M is faithfulness or markedness
Faithfulness:
Markedness:
9 9 *
9 9 *
F
*
F
*
9 *
9 *
9 *
9 *
M
M
9 *
*
F•M 9 9 *
F•M 9 *
F
M
F•M

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
*

F
M
F•M

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
9

F
M
F•M

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
*

*
*
9

F
M
F•M

9
9
*

9
*
*

*
9
*

*
*
*

F
M
F•M

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
9

F
M
F•M

9
9
*

9
*
9

*
9
*

*
*
9

4.4

F•F

We now consider which operators will pass (2) when both of their arguments are
faithfulness constraints. The violation table here is:
(16)
F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
1st

9
*
2nd

*
9
3rd

*
*
4th

These are the conditions under which F1•F2 will yield a faithfulness or a markedness
constraint:
(17)

a. In order to be a faithfulness constraint, F1•F2 must not be violated when F1 and
F2 are both satisfied, since otherwise F1•F2 would assign a violation-mark to the
fully-faithful candidate. In terms of the notation used here, • must not have a
* in the first position.
b. In order to be a markedness constraint, whether F1•F2 is violated must not
depend on whether either argument is violated, since otherwise F1•F2 would be
sensitive to the nature of the input. Notationally, this means that • must be
identical in all four positions.

The operators that satisfy one or the other of these criteria are:
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(18)

Operators • for which F1•F2 is either faithfulness or markedness

Faithfulness:
9 9
F1
9 *
F2
F1•F2 9 *

*
9
*

*
*
*

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
*

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
*

*
*
*

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
*

*
*
9

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
9

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
9

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
*

*
9
*

*
*
9

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
9

Markedness:
9 9
F1
9 *
F2
F1•F2 9 9

*
9
9

*
*
9

F1
F2
F1•F2

9
9
*

9
*
*

*
9
*

*
*
*

4.5

M•M

Lastly, we consider the operators that will pass (2) when both of their arguments are
markedness constraints. Here, the relevant violation table is:
(19)
9
M1
9
M2
st
M1•M2 1

9
*
2nd

*
9
3rd

*
*
4th

These are the conditions under which M1•M2 will yield a faithfulness or a markedness
constraint:
(20)

a. In order to be a faithfulness constraint, M1•M2 must never assign a violationmark to a fully faithful candidate. Since, depending on the input, a fully-faithful
candidate could satisfy or violate any markedness constraint, this is only
guaranteed when M1•M2 is never violated, i.e. when • has a 9 in every position.
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b. In order to be a markedness constraint, there are no restrictions on •, since the
assignment of violations by both of its arguments are insensitive to the properties
of the input.
The operators that satisfy one or the other of these criteria are:
(21)

Operators • for which M1•M2 is either faithfulness or markedness

Faithfulness:
9 9
M1
9 *
M2
M1•M2 9 9

*
9
9

*
*
9

Markedness: Anything
4.6

Summary

In order for an operator to be fully general and pass criterion (2), it must yield either a
faithfulness or a markedness constraint regardless of whether each of its two arguments is
faithfulness or markedness. That is, it must appear in the lists of potentially-valid
operators adduced in each of the subsections 4.2-4.5. Inspection reveals that the
following five operators are the only ones that appear in all four lists:
(22) Operators which always yield markedness or faithfulness
9 9 *
9 9 *
a. C1
* b. C1
*
9 *
9 *
9 *
9 *
C2
C2
*
*
*
C1•C2 *
C1•C2 9 9 9 9
c.

9
C1
9
C2
C1•C2 9

9
*
9

*
9
*

*
*
*

e.

9
C1
9
C2
C1•C2 9

9
*
9

*
9
9

*
*
*

d.

9
C1
9
C2
C1•C2 9

9
*
*

*
9
9

*
*
*

One of these operators, (22)e, is LC—it produces a complex constraint that is
violated if and only if both of its arguments are violated. Of the remaining four, (22)b is
clearly of no linguistic interest. Because the complex constraints that it produces are
always satisfied, they always assign zero violation-marks to every candidate. These
constraints therefore can never exert a preference between any two candidates, making
them (and operator (22)b) completely inert with respect to linguistic typology. This
leaves us with three further connectives to consider: (22)a and (22)c-d. Their status is not
as immediately obvious, and will be explored in the next section.
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5.
5.1

Bingeing, locality, and *STRUC
The bingeing problem

Superficially, it may seem obvious that the operators (22)c-d are analytically
uninteresting. (The same goes for (22)a, discussion of which will be deferred until the
next subsection.) Operator (22)c simply returns a constraint C1•C2 that is violated or
satisfied exactly when C1 is violated or satisfied; likewise, (22)d returns a constraint
C1•C2 that is violated or satisfied exactly when C2 is violated or satisfied. One may
therefore be tempted to think that these operators will simply yield up a constraint that is
identical to either C1 or C2, and that they therefore can have no effect on linguistic
typology, since they do nothing but produce a clone of an existing constraint.
However, it is not necessarily the case that the complex constraint returned by
(22)c-d will be entirely identical to one or the other of its arguments. The point of
difference arises if we consider cases where one of the constraints that serves as an
argument of the connective is violated more than once. To illustrate, let’s consider (22)c,
and use the symbol  to represent that logical connective; (22)d will behave in a
parallel fashion. Suppose that we have a complex constraint [ONSETX]PWd, where X is
any constraint. As can be seen in (22)c, the violation or satisfaction of a complex
constraint produced using  is sensitive only to the violation or satisfaction of its first
argument, so we can omit X from the violation table for [ONSETX] PWd—it simply isn’t
relevant.
Given this constraint, let’s now consider a candidate surface form like [ta.e.o],
which contains more than one onsetless syllable. The domain of constraint coordination
in [ONSETX]PWd is the prosodic word, so the logical computation in [ONSETX] PWd’s
violation table will be performed a single time for the entire PWd. The candidate word
[ta.e.o] violates ONSET—twice in fact—but [ONSETX]PWd is violated only once by that
candidate:
(23)
9
ONSET
9
X
ONSETX 9

9
*
9

**
9
*

**
*
*

The problem is that our constraint connectives know only two logical values: constraint
violation and constraint satisfaction. (Making every numerical degree of violation a
separate logical value is clearly absurd, since the logic of constraint coordination would
then have infinitely many values.) The complex constraint [ONSETX]PWd simply says:
‘if ONSET is violated somewhere in the prosodic word, assign a violation mark.’ It
doesn’t matter whether a candidate prosodic word contains one, two, or a million
onsetless syllables—[ONSETX]PWd will never assign more than one violation mark per
prosodic word. 8
8

It is a standard assumption of the constraint-connective literature that things can work this way. In Hewitt
& Crowhurst (1996) and Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997), the argument for a classical-conjunction operator
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The problem with such a constraint is that it can produce implausible effects of a
variety which we can refer to as bingeing. 9 Suppose that a language has the ranking
[ONSETX]PWd » DEP. This language will employ epenthesis to achieve a state in which
each prosodic word contains zero onsetless syllables, since that is the only circumstance
in which [ONSETX]PWd is satisfied:
(24)
/taeo/
→ a. [ta.Ɂe.Ɂo]

[ONSETX]PWd DEP
**

b. [ta.Ɂe.o]

*!

*

c. [ta.e.Ɂo]
d. [ta.e.o]

*!

*

*!

The fully-faithful candidate (24)d has two onsetless syllables, so it incurs one violationmark from [ONSETX]PWd. Candidates (24)b-c do no better on that constraint, since they
each have one onsetless syllable per word. The winner, therefore, is (24)a, which has no
onsetless syllables and therefore no violation of [ONSETX]PWd.
This much is typologically innocuous. The problem comes in if some higherranked constraint forces just one of the syllables to be onsetless. Consider now what
happens if we have a ranking of ANCHOR-LEFT » [ONSETX]PWd » DEP, and an input
/aeo/:
(25)
/aeo/
a. [Ɂa.Ɂe.Ɂo]

ANCHOR-LEFT
*!

[ONSETX]PWd DEP
***

b. [a.Ɂe.o]

*

*!

c. [a.Ɂe.Ɂo]
→ d. [a.e.o]

*

*!*

*

The constraint ANCHOR-LEFT (McCarthty & Prince 1995) forbids, among other things,
epenthesis at the left edge of the word. It therefore penalizes a candidate like (25)a which
epenthesizes a consonant at the beginning of the word so as to prevent the syllable
headed by [a] from lacking an onset. If ANCHOR-LEFT is top-ranked, it will rule out
candidate (25)a, which is the only candidate that satisfies [ONSETX]PWd, since it is the
only candidate that has no onsetless syllables in its PWd.
The elimination of candidate (25)a means that all remaining viable candidates will
contain at least one onsetless syllable (the initial one), and consequently will all get a
rests, in part, on its ability to collapse the distinction between candidates that have different degrees of
violation of some gradient constraint which serves as one of the arguments of the complex constraint.
9
Credit for this terminology is due to John McCarthy.
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single violation-mark from [ONSETX]PWd, regardless of whether just one, both, or
neither of the non-initial syllables are onsetless (as in (25)b-d respectively). Since
[ONSETX]PWd is indifferent with respect to remaining candidates, the choice is passed
down to DEP, which results in (25)d, with no epenthesis, emerging as the winner.
Because [ONSETX]PWd can’t distinguish between having three, two, or one onsetless
syllables per PWd, in a situation like (25) where a higher-ranked constraint forces one of
the syllables to be onsetless, the language will no longer use epenthesis to force any of
the remaining syllables to have onsets. To speak metaphorically, if the language is
compelled to have one onsetless syllable, it will lose all inhibitions and binge on
onsetless syllables.
To my knowledge, no language exhibits a bingeing scenario like the one
portrayed in (24)-(25). This means that the constraint connectives (22)b-c are not
typologically inert, and in fact make incorrect predictions—provided that we allow the
domain of constraint coordination to operate in the manner assumed in the discussion
above. As it turns out, related domain issues arise with respect to LC, and an
independently-motivated proposal about how to ensure the ‘localness’ of local
conjunction will also serve to prevent bingeing scenarios, and render (22)b-c
typologically inert. This proposal is the topic of the next subsection.
5.2

The solution: Locus-by-locus evaluation

The matter of the domain of conjunction poses overgeneration problems for LC as well
(see McCarthy 1999, 2003a,b, Kawahara 2006 for discussion of this point). Consider, for
example, a locally-conjoined constraint [*[nasal] & *VCDOBS]PWd. This constraint will
assign a violation-mark if a single PWd contains both a nasal segment and a voiced
obstruent (which need not be one and the same segment). However, it will not assign a
violation-mark if the PWd contains nasal segments, but no voiced obstruents; nor will it
assign a violaton-mark if voiced obstruents, but no nasals, are to be found in the PWd.
The constraint therefore is capable of giving rise to unattested situations like the
following:
(26)

Overgeneration by local conjunction in the domain of the PWd

a. Underlying nasals surface faithfully, if there are no voiced obstruents:
/na/
[*[nasal] & VCDOBS]PWd MAX *[nasal] VCDOBS
→ a. [na]
*
b. [a]
*!
b. Voiced obstruents surface faithfully, if there are no nasals:
/de/
[*[nasal] & VCDOBS]PWd MAX *[nasal] VCDOBS
→ a. [de]
*
b. [e]
*!
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c. With equal numbers of voiced obstruents and nasals in the input, the nasals are
deleted…
/mod/
[*[nasal] & VCDOBS]PWd MAX *[nasal] VCDOBS
a. [mod]
*!
*
*
→ b. [od]
*
*
c. [mo]
*
*!
d. …and if there is more of one than of the other, the least numerous type is
eliminated:
/bamon/
[*[nasal] & VCDOBS]PWd MAX *[nasal] VCDOBS
a. [bamon]
*!
**
*
b. [ba.o]
**!
*
→ c. [a.mon]
*
**
The conjoined constraint [*[nasal] & VCDOBS]PWd states that nasals and voiced
obstruents cannot co-occur within a single PWd. Even if the conjoined constraint is
ranked above faithfulness, words will be able to have nasals or voiced obstruents,
provided that the markedness constraints against these types of segments are ranked
below faithfulness, as seen in (26)a-b. However, a word cannot contain segments of both
types, as seen in (26)c. More bizarrely yet, which of the two prohibited-from-cooccurring categories (nasals or voiced obstruents) is eliminated can depend on which one
there is more of in the input, as seen in the contrast between (26)c and (26)d.
Certainly there is no attested language which allows nasals and voiced obstruents,
but does not allow them to co-occur within a single word. The fact that LC is capable of
banning the co-occurrence of any two given unrelated types of marked structure within
any given prosodic domain suggests that there is something wrong with the original
conception of local conjunction. The problem, intuitively, is that the structures that
violate each half of the conjoined constraint do not have to have anything to do with one
another, if we let the domain of conjunction be wide enough. Some locality restriction
needs to be placed on LC in order to eliminate scenarios like the one depicted in (26),
which might bring with it the elimination of the free variable of the domain of
conjunction in the definition of a conjoined constraint.
One proposal of this sort is advanced by Łubowicz (2005). She proposes to
constrain LC using the notion of locus of violation (McCarthy 2003a,b). The loci of
violation of a constraint are simply the places in the output where it is violated. For
markedness constraints, this notion is fairly easy to formalize. If every markedness
constraint M has the form “For all output structures having property X, assign a
violation-mark” (McCarthy 2003b), then the loci of violation of M are simply all of the
pieces of structure 10 in the output satisfying description X. For faithfulness constraints,
defining the locus of violation is a bit trickier, but we can intuitively think of the loci of
10

By ‘piece of structure’ I mean the primitive representational units posited in whatever theory of
representations might be assumed in a given analysis—features, root nodes, prosodic constituents like
syllables and feet, etc.
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violation of a faithfulness constraint F as being all of the pieces of structure in the output
which differ from their input correspondents in the way forbidden by F; the reader is
referred to Łubowicz (2005) for a more explicit formalization.
The notion of locus of violation provides us with coherent means to speak of a
constraint being violated ‘at’ a particular piece of structure in the output. It also means
that we can speak of a constraint being satisfied ‘at’ a specific piece of structure. A given
piece of structure can be said to be a locus of satisfaction of a constraint C iff it is not a
locus of violation of C. Thinking in these terms, we are equipped to generalize
Łubowicz’s (2005) proposal about locality in LC to apply to complex constraints created
using an arbitrary logical operator:
(27)

Locality convention for interpretation of complex constraints
Given a complex constraint A•B:
For every piece of structure S in the output:
i. Let a be the logical value (violation or satisfaction) of A at S.
ii. Let b be the logical value (violation or satisfaction) of B at S.
iii. Compute a•b using the violation table for •.
iv. If a•b = *, A•B assigns a violation-mark.

Let’s now examine how this convention solves the locality problem for LC. A
conjoined constraint [*[nasal] & *VCDOBS] will no longer be able to penalize a candidate
surface form like [mod], as in (26)c, because there is no locus at which both of the
conjuncts are violated. If we ignore autosegmental and prosodic structure (for the sake of
simplifying the example), then the only three structural loci in [mod] are the three
segments [m], [o], and [d]. The following table shows the logical value of each of the
arguments of [*[nasal] & *VCDOBS] at each of those three loci:
(28) Loci of violation and satisfaction in [mod]
m o
d
constraint
9 9
*[nasal]
*
9 9 *
*VCDOBS
[*[nasal] & *VCDOBS] 9 9 9
As can be seen in (28), because the logical value of the conjoined constraint
[*[nasal] & *VCDOBS] is computed independently at every locus in the output, it will not
assign the logical value ‘violated’ to any locus in the candidate [mod]. This is because
[mod] does not contain any locus at which both of the arguments *[nasal] and *VCDOBS
have the logical value ‘violated’. By only assigning marks when both of its conjuncts are
violated at the same locus, convention (27)—which is a generalization of the proposal in
Łubowicz (2005)—prevents LC from producing unattested long-distance co-occurrence
restrictions on unrelated marked structures like those depicted in (26). What this means
is that, even if we consider just LC, the notion ‘domain of conjunction’ makes incorrect
predictions, furnishing a motivation to discard this element of LC and impose a locality
convention like (27) on the interpretation of the logical operator.
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We can now proceed to show that eliminating the domain of conjunction in favor
of (27) also prevents (22)c-d from generating bingeing effects, and thereby strips (22)c-d
of the ability to affect language typology. The bingeing problem, recall, arises from the
fact that a constraint like [ONSETX]PWd, where  is (22)c, makes no distinction
between a candidate like [a.Ɂe.Ɂo], with one onsetless syllable, and a candidate like
[a.e.o], with three onsetless syllables. This was illustrated in tableau (25), which is
repeated below as (29):
(29)
/aeo/
a. [Ɂa.Ɂe.Ɂo]

ANCHOR-LEFT
*!

[ONSETX]PWd DEP
***

b. [a.Ɂe.o]

*

*!

c. [a.Ɂe.Ɂo]
→ d. [a.e.o]

*

*!*

*

Suppose now that we discarded the notion of ‘domain of conjunction’ from the
interpretation of complex constraints, and instead assumed that convention (27) is at
work. Doing so will now ensure that [ONSETX] will always assign one violation-mark
for every onsetless syllable in the word—thus behaving no differently from ONSET in its
distribution of marks. Assuming that the loci at which ONSET is potentially violated are
syllables, then the locus-by-locus assignment of violation marks by [ONSETX] will be
as in (30):
(30)
constraint

a

e

o

constraint

a

ONSET
*
X
?
[ONSETX] *

*
?
*

*
?
*

ONSET
*
X
?
[ONSETX] *

Ɂe
9
?
9

Ɂo
9
?
9

Since the violation or satisfaction of X is irrelevant to the violation or satisfaction of
[ONSETX], its value at each locus can be ignored, and hence is given as a question
mark. At each syllable in the output, [ONSETX] will be either violated or satisfied
depending on whether ONSET is violated or satisfied. As can be seen in (30), this means
that in [a.e.o], there are three loci at which [ONSETX] is violated, whereas in [a.Ɂe.Ɂo]
there is only one locus where [ONSETX] is violated. Consequently, [a.e.o] gets three
violation-marks from [ONSETX], and [a.Ɂe.Ɂo] gets only one violation mark. Because it
distinguishes between these candidates, [ONSETX] can no longer produce the bingeing
effect.
More generally, if the violation or satisfaction of [YX] is independently
computed for every locus in the output, [YX] is guaranteed to exactly match the
number of marks assigned by Y, provided that Y assigns only a single violation-mark per
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locus. That is to say, [YX] will always assign to a given candidate exactly the same
number of marks that Y does, provided that Y is categorical rather than gradient.
In OT, a constraint is said to evaluate gradiently if a single marked structure or
unfaithful mapping can receive more than one violation-mark from the constraint. For
instance, with respect to a candidate [pa.ta.(ra.ki)Ft]PWd, a gradient alignment constraint
like ALIGN(foot, left, PWd, left)—for which see McCarthy & Prince (1993)—will assign
two violation-marks, because the lone foot is two syllables away from the left edge of
the prosodic word. The locus at which this constraint is violated is the candidate’s lone
foot, and two marks are assigned to this single locus.
McCarthy (2003b) has argued that gradient evaluation is both unnecessary and
empirically undesirable. If we embrace this conclusion, then no constraint will assign
more than one violation mark per locus. This means that [YX] will always exactly
reproduce the number of marks assigned by Y to every candidate, and that therefore
[YX] will have no effect on linguistic typology, since its preferences among
candidates will be indistinguishable from those of Y.
To summarize, then: adopting criterion (2) means that only the five logical
operators shown in (22) are available in natural-language OT grammars. Of these, (22)b
is clearly analytically uninteresting. Operator (22)e is LC, and in order to restrain LC’s
typological predictions, a locality convention like (27) can be argued for. Convention
(27), coupled with the (also independently-motivated) assumption that gradient
evaluation is banned from OT, means that (22)c-d will produce constraints which are
simply clones of one or the other of their arguments, leaving these operators as well
without interest in the modeling of linguistic typology. This leaves us with one final
operator to consider: (22)a.
5.3

Locus-by-locus evaluation and *STRUC

The violation table for operator (22)a is reproduced below:
(31)
9
C1
9
C2
C1•C2 *

9
*
*

*
9
*

*
*
*

Regardless of whether either of its arguments is violated or satisfied, a constraint
produced using this operator is invariably violated. This does not mean, however, that
such a constraint will be unable to distinguish between different members of the
candidate set, since not all candidates will get the same number of violations from it.
(For ease of illustration in what follows, I will employ the symbol  for this
connective.)
If we assume that the evaluation of candidates by complex constraints is governed
by convention (27), then the violation or satisfaction of a complex constraint [AB]
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will be separately computed at every piece of structure in the output. Since the value of
[AB] will always come out as ‘violated’, this means that [AB] will assign one
violation-mark for every piece of structure in the output. Consequently, for any two
constraints A and B, [AB] is equivalent to the following constraint introduced by Zoll
(1993, 1996) and Prince & Smolensky (2004 [1993]):
(32)

*STRUC
The output contains no structure.

Versions of *STRUC, both in the fully general form given in (32), and in specific
subversions like *STRUC(σ), ‘the output contains no syllables’ (Zoll 1993, 1996) are
posited to account for economy-of-structure effects. Because it prohibits tout court
segments, syllables, feet, and any other type of structure, *STRUC ensures that such
structures will emerge in the output only to the least extent required to satisfy higherranked constraints.
Unfortunately, positing the existence of *STRUC also leads to a number of highly
implausible typological predictions, as extensively argued by Gouskova (2003). For just
one example, a language with no consonants can be generated using the ranking shown in
the following tableau:
(33)
/keta/
a. [ke.ta]
→ b. [e.a]
c. ∅

MAX-V

*!*

*STRUC(segment) MAX-C
***!*
**
**
**

ONSET
**

The unattestedness of this and similar effects predicted by *STRUC suggests that this
constraint—together with the connective , which can create *STRUC from any pair of
pre-existing constraints—does not exist. Moreover, *STRUC constraints arguably are not
necessary. With suitable assumptions, attested economy effects can be derived from the
interaction of ordinary markedness constraints which lack *STRUC’s nihilistic character,
meaning that economy-of-structure does not need to be posited as a grammatical
principle in its own right. This is argued for Grimshaw (2003) for economy effects in
syntax and by Gouskova (2003, to appear) for phonology; Trommer (2001) and Wolf (to
appear) make similar points regarding morphology.
Where does this leave the theory of constraint connectives? By combining two
independently-motivated assumptions—namely that only markedness and faithfulness
constraints are allowed, and that the interpretation of complex constraints is subject to
locality condition (27)—we can produce a situation in which OT grammars have only
two analytically interesting constraint connectives at their disposal: local conjunction,
and , which creates *STRUC. Since LC and *STRUC are widely employed in OT
analyses, this is a fortuitous situation, insofar as general principles are able to rule out
‘exotic’ constraint connectives like material implication in favor of those that are
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familiar. Still, familiarity is not to be confused with validity. As was argued above, there
are convincing reasons to judge that *STRUC constraints are both superfluous and
undesirable, and so we might find ourselves in a situation where we wanted to retain LC
while dispensing with . What might we add to criterion (2) to do this?
By way of a parallel with (2), one straightforward option would be to assume the
additional criterion below:
(34)

A constraint connective • is available in a natural-language OT grammar if and
only if, for any two constraints A and B which are not * STRUC constraints, A•B
is not a *STRUC constraint.

Clearly, this criterion will rule out . The question that must then be asked is, will it
also rule out LC?
To answer this question, we need to be explicit about what will count as a *STRUC
constraint. More or less following Gouskova (2003), we may assume the following:
(35)

A constraint C is a *STRUC constraint iff there is some markedness scale M = an
≻ an+1 ≻ … am-1 ≻ am such that C assigns a violation-mark to every non-∅
member of M.

What this means is that in any universal scale of phonological elements, there must
always be at least one non-zero member that is fully unmarked with respect to some
markedness constraint, in order for that constraint not to count as a *STRUC constraint.
Suppose now that there were some locally-conjoined constraint [A&B] which was
a *STRUC constraint in the sense of (35). This would mean that there was some
markedness scale M such that every non-null element in M violated [A&B]. Given the
definition of LC, this would only obtain if every non-null element in M violated both
constraint A and constraint B individually. That would mean that both A and B were
themselves *STRUC constraints. Thus, LC cannot create *STRUC constraints in the sense
of (35) unless it already has pre-existing *STRUC constraints available to serve as the
arguments of the conjunction. If *STRUC constraints are banned in principle from the set
of primitive markedness constraints in CON (Gouskova 2003), LC will never be able on
its own to create a *STRUC constraint. LC passes criterion (34), while  does not.
Lastly, we can note that the argument for LC’s surviving criterion (34) holds even
if the definition of *STRUC constraints in (35) should prove incorrect. So long as a
constraint would qualify as a *STRUC constraint by virtue of assigning a violation mark to
some surface structure X, a locally-conjoined constraint would only be a *STRUC
constraint if both of its conjuncts were also *STRUC constraints, since the conjoined
constraint cannot penalize X unless both of its conjuncts independently penalize X.
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6.

Conclusion

Since the inception of OT, LC has been given vastly more empirical attention than other
possible constraint connectives. The results that I have argued for in this paper mean that
this skew of attention has been correct. The fifteen possible two-place connectives
besides LC are either banned or rendered typologically inert by the following three
assumptions:
(36)

a. A logical connective is not allowed if it could produce a constraint that is
neither markedness nor faithfulness, given arguments that are both either
markedness or faithfulness. (=(2))
b. A logical connective is not allowed if it could produce a *STRUC constraint
using arguments that are not * STRUC constraints. (=(34))
c. The violation or satisfaction of a complex constraint is separately computed at
every structural locus in the output, with one violation-mark being assigned for
every locus at which the complex constraint is violated. (=(27))

Each of these assumptions has an independent motivation involving language typology.
Assumption (36)a is motivated by the need to exclude circular and infinite chain shifts,
(36)b by the need to exclude the unattested predictions of *STRUC constraints, and (36)c
by concerns about LC itself, namely the problematic effects of conjoining in overlybroad domains.
Together, the three assumptions in (36) provide a collective rationalization for
assuming that LC is the only typologically-interesting logical operator available to
natural-language OT grammars. The existence of a non-arbitrary motivation for
excluding everything but LC does not, of course, entail that LC itself should be allowed.
Even if the difficulties presented in (26) regarding the domain of conjunction are
overcome by adopting a locality convention like (27), there remain a number of
empirical objections that can be raised both against LC in general and against LC’s
usefulness for the various analytic purposes for which it has been employed. 11 One
notable problem is LC’s ability to create ‘markedness reversals’ (Ito & Mester 1998): a
locally-conjoined constraint [IDENT(voice) & NOCODA] will be violated just in case a
coda segment undergoes a change in its input voicing specification, making possible
unattested languages which have a voicing contrast in codas but not in onsets. (For a
proposed solution to this problem, see Łubowicz 2005). Regardless of the fate of LC,
however, there do seem to be rational grounds for concluding that there are not any other
logical connectives which OT analysts of natural languages need to consider.
11

To give just two representative examples, the application of LC to counterfeeding opacity (Kirchner
1996) is subject to objections raised by, among others, McCarthy (1999, 2003a, 2007), Padgett (2002), and
Jesney (2005); the use of [M&F] conjunction to model derived environment effects (Łubowicz 2002,
Kurisu 2006) is critiqued by Inkelas (2000), Blaho (2003), Blumenfeld (2003), McCarthy (2003a), Bradley
(2007) and Anttila (to appear).
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